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Complete CD packaging proposal including
inside booklet, CD tray, and label for the
Mt. Hood Jazz Band & Combo 2009 album
Second Time Around.
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My goal for this project was to create a
design that carries out a theme relevant
to the band’s trip to The World Games in
Kaohsiung, Taiwan. My concept focuses on
the urban aspect of downtown Kaohsiung,
using images of their train system that runs
throughout the city, using warm colors to
communicate the tone of the music.
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The conceptualization, creation, branding, and promotion of a fictitious coca
company from Mexico that is a part of the
World Cocoa Foundation and practices
ecological and sustainable cacao farming.
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a 26 page booklet with information about
Fiera Chocolate, their products, the country of origin (Mexico), the World Cocoa
Foundation, and my creative process
including logo creation, color palettes,
and mood boards.
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The first phase of this project included
creating a name, logo, company profile,
and designing product packaging for
three sample chocolate products.
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A magazine prototype that captures the spirit
of the website Craigslist, using bizarre and
funny stories and ads from the “Best Of”
section of the site for content.
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My vision for this project was to appeal to the
eclectic, counterculture aspect of Craigslist.
I also wanted to communicate a low-tech,
hand made approach. I leveraged this
through content, photography, type,
and color choices.
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A conceptual cover proposal for the book
The Hundred Secret Senses by Amy Tan.
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For this design, I emulated a Chinese motif
by using a red and yellow color palette
along with a background textured with
Chinese characters and an elegant serif
font. The cover image focusses on one of
the main characters, Kwan who has “yin
eyes” meaning she can see ghosts. My
approach to this design reflects the tone of
the novel; mysterious, slightly sinister,
reflective, historical, and romantic
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A branding and identity system for a
children’s educational program. Includes
a logo design, correspondence materials,
and a notebook as a promotional product.
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Bright Future aims to get high school and
college level students who are interested in
working with children to volunteer in classrooms and teach fundamental education.
My goal was to create a professional, yet
playful identity using warm, cheerful colors
that appeal to both children and adults.
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A poster and playbill design for the Mt.
Hood Community College’s Winter 2009
production of Guys and Dolls.
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As winter of a poster design contest, I got
the opportunity to design the official poster
and program for the play Guys and Dolls.
Through use of typography, color, and
image I designed a poster that has an oldfashioned Broadway look and feel. I continued this idea on the inside of the playbill
by using bold, condensed headlines and a
traditional type layout.

Winter Boots Catalog
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A catalog prototype for Zappos.com featuring a collection of stylish, functional winter
boots for women.
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The purpose of this catalog is to drive traffic to the Zappos web site by showcasing
a special type of shoe and advertising the
special services the site offers. This catalog
focusses on boots for women who want to
stay warm, dry, safe, and stylish during the
Winter. I chose a variety of boots from the
site, ranging from practical to dressy, that
have superior quality and traction.

graphic design services
michelle.rosalind@gmail.com
(360) 751-9339

objective

experience

An entry-level Graphic Design position with a focus on print design.

Created a prize-winning poster and program for MHCC’s Winter 2009

skills
Developing artwork and copy for print design.
Graphic editing (optimizing, color correction, masking, cropping,
sizing, converting, and preparing images for print).

theater production of Guys and Dolls.
Worked in design teams to help create several posters and other print
materials for the MHCC Student Activities Board events.
Created a cohesive campaign for a cocoa company that included research and
concept development, logo design, packaging design, and creating a book

Creating, designing, and posting web content.

with information promoting the product and the company.

Experience in corporate identity including creating logos, stationary,

Designed Rose Valley Elementary School’s first web site in Dreamweaver,

and other print items for promotional purposes.

which included taking photos for the web site, developing content and copy,

Publication design including typography and page layout.

and designing graphics and layout.

Able to conceptualize, research, design, and carry out a project from

References available upon request.

start to finish.

education

related skills

Mt. Hood Community College
Gresham, OR 09/2006-Present

Drawing and illustration, mixed media and photo collage, painting,
digital photography, excellent writing and proofreading skills.

software
Adobe Creative Suite 4:
Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Acrobat, Dreamweaver, and Flash.
iMovie, iPhoto, QuickTime, GarageBand
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, and Excel. Typing speed: 90WPM.
Platforms: Mac OSX, Windows.

A.A.S. Integrated Media: Graphic Design
expected June 2009
Kelso High School
Kelso, WA 09/2003-06/2006
Diploma

personal qualities
Dependable and diligent, self-motivated, organized, kind and courteous,
great sense of humor and easy-going personality.

